Pipework
Renovation of pipes and rebuilding at Lille Torup gas storage

Project description
Lille Torup is one of two natural gas stores in Denmark. Bladt Industries has on several occasions made pipe renovations of 100 bar flush lines and 220 bar natural gas pipelines.

In terms of carrying out the assignment, all technical challenges on the project have been solved in a very good cooperation with the client.

The project has been running for a long period of time with a continuously and satisfying collaboration between Bladt Industries and Energinet.dk. Bladt Industries has through all work met the high quality requirements within the projects.

FACTS
- 100 bar flush lines
- 220 bar natural gas lines
- On-site project work

CLIENT
Energinet.dk

CONTRACT TYPE
Individual trade contract

TIME FRAME
2010 - 2015

LOCATION
Aalestrup, Denmark

www.bladt.dk